Application of plasma perfusion in hepatic failure.
To evaluate the efficacy of plasma perfusion as a liver-assistance system, 17 patients with hepatic failure were treated with a total 37 sessions of plasma perfusion and 43 sessions of plasma exchange. For plasma perfusion, Plasma-flo AP-08-H was used as a plasma separator, and the separated plasma was passed through an adsorber, Bespore UPC-III (Jap.Med.Suppl., Hiroshima) or BR 350 (Asahi Med. Co., Tokyo). The mean treated plasma volume was 5.0 liters. The mean proportion of bilirubin removed by routine plasma exchange was 29% with a mean of plasma exchange volume of 2.1 L. In the plasma perfusion with Bespore and BR, the removal rates were 37% and 42%, respectively. The plasma ammonia level decreased by 16% (from 121 to 97 mumol/L) with plasma exchange. Likewise, plasma perfusion decreased the plasma ammonia level from 75 to 56 mumol/L with an average decrement rate of 23%. The capacity for removal of amino acids was analyzed in terms of the change in the Fisher score ([Val+Leu+Ileu]/[Tyr+Phe]). The Fisher score was improved by plasma perfusion from 1.8 to 2.4. Thus, we concluded that in terms of removal of bilirubin, ammonia and amino acids, plasma perfusion was as efficient a therapy as plasma exchange. However, further clinical evaluation will be required before this procedure can be applied for the treatment of hepatic failure.